Abstract-The aim of the algorithm described in this paper is to segment wound images from the normal and classify them according to the types of the wound. The segmentation of wounds extravagates color representation, which has been followed by an algorithm of grayscale segmentation based on the stack mathematical approach. Accurate classification of wounds and analyzing wound healing process is a critical task for patient care and health cost reduction at hospital. The tissue uniformity and flatness leads to a simplified approach but requires multispectral imaging for enhanced wound delineation. Contour Evolution method which uses multispectral imaging replaces more complex tools such as, SVM supervised classification, as no training step is required. In Contour Evolution, classification can be done by clustering color information, with differential quantization algorithm, the color centroids of small squares taken from segmented part of the wound image in (C1,C2) plane. Where C1, C2 are two chrominance components. Wound healing is identified by measuring the size of the wound through various means like contact and noncontact methods of wound. The wound tissues proportion is also estimated by a qualitative visual assessment based on the red-yellow-black code. Moreover, involving all the spectral response of the tissue and not only RGB components provides a higher discrimination for separating healed epithelial tissue from granulation tissue.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper a burn color image segmentation and classification algorithm is proposed. The motivation of this work stems in the fact that it is required as part of an automatic system to give a first assessment about the depth of a burn wound. For a succeeded evolution of a burn injury it is very important to state the first treatment [1] . To choose an adequate one, it is necessary to know the depth of the burn. As the cost of maintaining a Burn Unit is high, it is desirable to have an automatic system to give a first assessment in all the local medical centers, where there is a lack of specialists [2, 3] . The image processing has several advantages when it is applied to give the assessment of skin lesions and ulcers: the image processing techniques are objectives and reproducible. The processing of color image has an important future as the analysis and comparison of color images is a difficult task, and it can be acquire by experience. The fast advances in technology, the Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems are getting more famous. These days in the field of research the color skin images is limited to two main applications [4] . They are the assessment of the healing of skin wounds or ulcers [5] [6] [7] , and the diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions such as melanomas [8] [9] [10] . Nevertheless, this research is being developed slowly due to the difficulty of translating color human perception into objective rules, analyzable by a computer. That is why; automation of burn wound diagnosis is still an unexplored field. However, in the related literature, there is a research tendency to search objective methods to determine burn depth. This research effort arises to mitigate subjectivity and high experience requirement in visual inspection. In this way, research about the relationship between depth and superficial temperature [11] , sometimes employing thermographic images [12] has been done. Other works have tried to evaluate burn depth by using infrared and ultraviolet images, radioactive isotopes, Doppler laser flux measurements [13] [14] [15] . These techniques have limitation not only in diagnosis accuracy but also in unallowable economical cost. In spite of that, there is hardly bibliography about burn depth determination by visual image analysis and processing [16, 17] . On the contrary, there is a wide medical bibliography about burn wound diagnosis by means of visual inspection. In the present work, we developed a method to segment burn wounds in digital photographs and to classify them afterwards. In Section II we describe wound assessment. The segmentation part is devoted in Section III. The classification method is presented In Section IV and results are discussed in Section V.
II. WOUND ASSESSMENT
The following are the various items to assess the wound and their degeneration strategies. There are three main types of burn depth like superficial dermal, deep dermal and full-thickness which marks the border of the requirement of grafts. 
A. Contour Evolution Method
The basic idea of active contour models is to evolve a curve so as to minimize a given energy functional in order to produce the desired segmentation and detect objects in the image. They are two categories exist for active contours models: edge-based and region-based. The snake is considered as first approach, it is based on the image gradient to stop the contour evolution in order to identify object boundaries. One benefit of this type of flow is the fact that no global constraints are placed on the image. This method is considered as very sensitive to image noise and highly dependent on initial curve placement. The second approach is based on MumfordShah segmentation techniques for stopping term23 and on the level set method for curve evolution. The main advantages in this method are to compare edge-based method which has robustness against initial curve placement and insensitivity to image noise. The interior contours are automatically detected starting with only one initial curve and the initial curve can be considered at anywhere in the image and it does not necessarily surround the objects to be detected. The main goal through applying the active contour method is to detect the homogenous region in the images that represents the wound differently from the healthy skin. Thus, we chose region-based approach and especially the classical and founder model proposed by Chan and Vese and whose implementation is available. To improve the segmentation results the pixel filling step and the wound surfaces using the scale factor previously mentioned were computed.
B. Multispectral Imaging System
The second part of this preclinical study is th e evaluation of wound healing by processing multispectral images. They were acquired by a multispectral system that covers the visible and the near infrared range of the spectrum reflectance cube (hyper spectral cube) from the acquired filtered images. ASCLEPIOS is decomposed in two parts: a light source compartment and a hand-held acquisition device. The illumination compartment houses the light source (Sutter Instrument, model Lambda LS Xenon Arc), spectral selective device. The tenth medium latter is based on band pass interference filters (CVI Melles Griot) which are held on a filter wheel (Sutter Instrument Lambda 10-3, model LB10-NW) yielding a switching times of 40 milliseconds between adjacent filters. The acquisition system is based on a monochromatic CMOS digital sensor (Photon focus Model MV1-D1312l-160-CL) that provides a spatial resolution of 32 pixels/mm-1 and producing an acquisition region of size 32 x 38 mm with a depth of 5 mm. The camera offers a 1.4 Megapixels resolution (1312 x 1082 pixels) and it is integrated into a handheld device to ensure an ergonomic acquisition images. The control of the filter wheel, the data acquisition and the generation of reflectance cube are performed using appropriate software installed on the computer ( Figure 2 ). The proposed segmentation approach is a multi-resolution method, because of the need to attempt to gain a global view of an image by examining it at many different resolution levels. This proposed method is based on a grayscale multi-resolution segmentation algorithm, described by Lifshitz and Pizer [18, 19] . The stack calculates image segments and an image description tree by associating every pixel in an image with a local intensity extremum. The initial color version of this algorithm is described in [20] . In this work we present a transformation to segment accurately any type of burn wound.
C. The Stack Approach
In the stack approach the image is described in terms of extremal regions. This description is produced by identifying the extrema in a stack of images in which each higher image is a slightly blurred version of the previous one. Progressively blurring an image causes each extremum to move continuously and eventually to annihilate as it blurs into its background. Following the locations of an extremum across the stack of images forms an extremum path. Intensity change must be monotonic (increasing for dark spots and decreasing for light spots) as one moves along an extremum path from the original image towards images of increased blurring. As a consequence, an extremum region can be defined, in the original image, as formed by those pixels around the extremum point that fit the following condition: -Their intensity is higher or equal to the annihilation intensity for that extremum, if it is a maximum. -Their intensity is lower or equal to the annihilation intensity for that extremum, if it is a minimum. An extremum annihilates when the blurring is sufficient to make the light or dark spot blur into an enclosing region. The amount of blurring necessary for an extremum to annihilate is a measure of the importance or scale of the extremal region. The intensity of the topmost point on an extremum path is the path's annihilation intensity. This is the intensity of the isointensity contour that forms the boundary of the associated extremal region. A Gaussian kernel is used as blurring function [18] .
D. Discrete Image Segmentation
Theoretically, this procedure could be applied as it for continuous images, where to reach a particular intensity from another one there is always a path with every value between them. Therefore, rounding every extremum there will be always any iso-intensity contour with intensity between its initial intensity value and its annihilation intensity. But this does not happen in digital images. Nevertheless this limitation can be easily overcome by looking for a contour, surrounding the extremal point that contains those pixels with the intensity nearer the annihilation one and above it. Additionally, under certain circumstances -mainly when there is not a big difference between the interest object and the background-, a maximum annihilates after too many blurring steps and the annihilation intensity results too high -for a minimum, too low in the case of a maximum-. Consequently the annihilation intensity does not define adequately object boundaries. And so, instead of choosing the annihilation value, we choose the extremum intensity resulting after a defined number of blurring steps. This number is proportional to the extremum value and its changing speed. Finally, due to discreteness of pixel values, at the first step, in the original image, too many extremum values appear. Significant extrema are selected by refusing those with intensity outside a tolerance band around the highest maximum and the lowest minimum. Furthermore, only those extrema that annihilate after a defined number of steps are considered.
E. Color Segmentation Applied to Burn Wound Images
To segment color images we first perform a color transformation to HSI coordinates, where distances are more correlated with color change human perception. The following step is to summarize the three coordinate color information for every pixel into an only magnitude. To avoid dependence on lighting conditions, the luminance coordinate is not considered. So, the intensity magnitude characterizing each pixel is form with the saturation coordinate weighed up by a function depending on the color, represented by the hue. The weighing function is:
Where hc is the angle of the color we want to emphasize.α is a parameter that chose the range of colors to be segment. We choose this particular weighing function to emphasize the directivity of the cosine function, which results too smooth to be applied as weighing function in our segmentation application. Finally, the complete intensity value assigned to every Pixel for segmentation is:
Where s is the saturation component After segmenting the wound from the image wound analysis must be done and prediction of curability of the wound within stipulated period of days must be made. WIA tool helps in finding out the status of wound by wound status scale with tissue health conditions.
Wound Status Scale

IV. CLASSIFICATION PART
A. Efficacy Measure of Various Classifiers
Classifiers are used to label the wounds and their characteristics and timeline. The wound status based upon various factors for assessment of wound. Wound Image Analysis (WIA) software tool helps in identifying the wound in an image and finding out the region of interest by active contour technique. The below table represents various classifiers and their parameters. 
B. SVM Classification
The wounds evolution was also studied by applying tissue classification process which was preceded by an unsup ervised step of segmentation using JS EG algorithm16. The idea of algorithm was to divide the segmentation process in two steps: color quantization and spatial segmentation. The aim of first step is to limit the number of colors in the image by quantification to a few dominant tones preserving a good natural representation of images. The second step, performed on the quantized image, to be consisted in a spatial segmentation using a homogeneity criterion J which was calculated in a neighborhood around each pixel restricted to generate a J-image where a J value was assigned to each pixel. The lowest values were at the homogeneous regions centers, region boundaries considered as highest ones drew. A method of region growing applied to the J-image provided segmentation of the original image. The tissue classification process was divided into three main stages: the first one is the regions characterization followed by the extracted data packaging step and finally the tissue labeling is done. Classification process begins with the regions characterization by computing colour (mean components, histograms, dominant colours) and texture (co-occurrence matrix "GLCM", Gabor filters, and local binary patterns) descriptors. The step of reconditioning is applied using principal component analysis to avoid redundancy and to reduce dimensionality [6] . The third step involves, different vectors are separated and the regions class belonging to each tissue type is been identified. The classifier are in used in this stage is a supervised one based on a support vector machine. We can obtain ground truth obtained from the labeled half of the images database was used as training set for the SVM classifier configured with a perceptron kernel. Its robustness was evaluated using the second unlabeled half of the image database. It has been proved that physicians determine the depth of a burn based on color perception, as well as on some texture aspects. This implies that if a color metric in accordance with human perception is applied, we will get a color feature adequate to attain our goal of classifying burn wounds. The color representation based on human color matching is the CIE Lab color space, since it was designed so that intercolor distances computed using the norm corresponds to subjective color matching data [21] . Lab color system represents a color by three coordinates: the luminance, I, and the two chrominances, V1 and V2. These last two components will be the ones we will employ to describe the color of a particular image after segmenting a burn wound in an image, this wound is divided into 99 squares. For each square the average of the chrominance coordinates (V1, V2) is calculated. These two values are given to the classifier. As it was mentioned above, in the Lab color system, 2 × norms corresponds to perceptual similarity, thus representing the optimal distance metric for that space. That means that this will be a good measure to classify colors into the three groups, each corresponding to one aspect (two of them are of the same group) of burn wound. And to obtain the optimal centers and decision boundaries of the regions corresponding to each group we apply the LBG vector quantization algorithm [22] as it minimizes the overall mean-square classification. The quantize is trained with 96 images 4949 of burns of the different depths. After the training, the centroids are fixed, and the quantizer is used for classification. The inputs for the classification are 99 squares, taken from the segmented part of the image that is supposed to be the burned part. The table below represents the various types of tissues labeled for a wound image and Overlapping scores of various experts for wound image of all types and their average. We apply the segmentation and classification algorithms on various burn images. Those images are digital photographs taken by physicians following a specific protocol [3] . All the images were diagnosed by a group of plastic surgeons, affiliated to the Burn Unit of the Virgen Del Rocí o Hospital, from Seville. The assessments were validated one week later, as it is the common practice when handling with burned patients. Two of the images correspond to superficial dermal depth, two to deep dermal depth, and one image full thickness and the remaining is cluster of all the three. 
A. Segmentation Results
To perform the segmentation, a previous characterization of the hue and saturation component histograms for both normal and burnt skin was needed. This was done in order to fix the parameters hc and in equations (1) and (2) . In all the cases, the burn wound was segmented correctly from the normal skin. Fig. 1 to 3 show the segmentation results for one image from each of the three types defined below. Fig 2. A represent original images and Fig. b represent the segmented ones. In the segmented images we have marked with violet color the segmented region on grayscale images. Various algorithms are used to find out region of interest in a wound image by segmenting. Various ROI algorithms and percentage of accuracy of extracting the wound from an image are as follows:
B. Classification Results
As mentioned before, the segmented parts of the images were divided into 99 squares. The (C1, C2) centroids of these square are calculated and given as inputs to the classifier. A majority criterion is followed to assign a type to the photograph. In Table I the classification results are presented. In this table, the percentage of classified labels in the suitable class among the total number of squares in the wound appears in the last column.
Mixed burn wounds usually have small surface of deep dermal burn. That is why a small percentage of squares are considered as a deep dermal wound. In these types of images it is represented the percentage of squares classified as superficial dermal / deep dermal/full thickness. Nevertheless, wound images6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 should be considered as misclassified. In the present paper a color image segmentation and classification method is proposed for various burn color images. It has been shown its good performance when segmenting and classifying the images into superficial and deep dermal types compared to full thickness images.
Wound Image Analysis Software tool kit works in finding out segmented part of the wound image and analyzing the wound and comparing it with healthy tissues and finding out the wound status by scaling. To enlarge the database and finding out for various learning techniques for various classifiers. For this purpose, we are taking into account the texture of the burns and not only the color information. Exploring various segmenting algorithms and various classifiers for labeling the wound status for WIA toolkit and enhancing t work out various types medical images like MRI scan computed tomography etc. 
